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Why upgrade CMS for HL-LHC?

CMS high granularity calorimeter
(HGCAL) design

Peak luminosity @ HL-LHC ~ 5×1034 cm-2s-1 ⇒
~250 fb-1 per year.
Current detector designed for an integrated dose
equivalent to ~500 fb-1.
response decreases to <1%
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CMS detector must maintain present
excellent performance for physics
objects in high-pileup conditions of HLLHC
Fast-timing information (~20-30 ps)
along with energy deposited can help in
separating particles coming from pileup
vertices.
Several beam tests at FNAL and CERN
The results here are from TB @ FNAL
single Si pad sensor
Full HGCAL module with 25 Si cells
equipped with DAQ chain.
Main goal of these TB is to exploit the
timing capabilities of Si as active
material within HGCAL framework:
What is the ultimate time resolution
that can be reached?
What is the time resolution if we
combine timing information of more
than one cell?

HGCAL module in TB
Hexagon shaped Si cells.
300 μm thick
Cells arranged in honeycomb
structure
Full module functionality tested.
25 cells are read out.
only 7 used for the analysis
32 GeV electron

300 μm,
6×6 mm2

Single Si pad TB
setup

PCB for fastreadout of HGCAL
sensor

Electron beam energy = 4, 8, 16, 32 GeV
Photek timestamp: peak of fitted gauss.
Si timestamp: point where 45%
of the amplitude and linear fit cross.
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Results
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time resolution is
optimum around
shower maximum, e.g.
34 ps for 6X0 at 8 GeV
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Results

Time resolution

Timing information of 7 cells are
combined .
linear charge weighted
Resulting time resolution of central
and neighbouring cells is ~16 ps
Timing layer combined with MCP (linear
charge weighted)
MCP with time resolution ~13 ps
Resulting time resolution ~12 ps

Summary
Ebeam = 8 GeV

Single cell

High granularity calorimeter with
high precision timing capabilities
can serve as a new tool in reducing
the effect of large pileup.
There is great potential to have
excellent timing performance from
silicon sensors
The time precision of the silicon
based calorimeters scales with
signal-to-noise ratio.
The time resolution of ~15 (23) ps can
be achieved with a 32 GeV electron
beam when a single Si timing layer
(single Si cell) is placed after 6X0 of
tungsten absorber.
The time resolution can be improved
to 12 ps (for 32 GeV) by combining
with second sensitive layer.
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